THE PROPHET AND HIS COUNTRY
the drummers sit hatted in the big hotel lobby, flanked by
a dull gleam of marble and enthroned in vast Renaissance
chairs, Rotarians swarm round them on their way to the
banqueting-hall, where iced water will circulate in enormous
jugs and someone, flushed with this heady vintage, will
declaim upon the perfect soundness of things in general,
Bells ring; voices call; and bell-boys dart in and out
among the throng like swallows, Piled baggage complicates
the traffic; and in a corner, where the heavy bronze of
Empire mouldings answers the gilt Corinthian capitals of
the vast pilasters, highly-trained young ladies deny their
correspondence to indignant voyagers because of insufficient
knowledge on the part of both (or either) of their own
initials. Behind a counter an accomplished man—the
linch-pin of this whole rotating world-—exclaims at intervals,
" Next boy," and releases one more messenger into the
whirlpool, bound for the elevators and followed (longo
intervallo) by his bewildered charges, The traffic seethes
like an urban danger-point at rush-hour in this brightly
illuminated town within a town. Down in the city lion
and unicorn ramp gaily on a coping-stone; one feels that
sometimes, a little weary of their grimace, they drop the
pose and sit for a while or take a walk down State Street,
when the pavements are empty and the silent shops are
shut, For it was Boston; and the unwearied drummers
still sat hatted in the big hotel,
But it was Boston, though, with its gracious offering of
streets that curve, of streets that positively wander among
their buildings like remembered streets at home. Boston,
perhaps, remembers in the bright New England air, among
its little hilly streets of houses. For the town had always a
good memory, if slightly inconvenient, Did it not retain a
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